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D3 Security Receives IBM PartnerWorld’s Ready for IBM Security Intelligence Validation 

 
Vancouver, BC, CANADA (Jan  5th, 2016) – D3 Security,  a leading cyber incident response 
and digital forensics case management provider, today announced it has received IBM 
PartnerWorld’s Ready for IBM Security Intelligence designation for its Incident Response and IT 
Forensics Case Management modules. As a result, D3 Security’s Incident Response and IT 
Forensic Case Management modules have been validated to integrate IBM Security QRadar 
and IBM X-Force threat intelligence to help better protect customers around the world.  
 
“D3’s Cyber Security Incident Response platform is designed to automate a company’s incident 
response playbook by creating and assigning tasks and notifications based on industry best 
practices,” said Gordon Benoit, President, D3 Security. “Our IT Forensic Case Management 
solution allows investigators to acquire data, manage the case, track the physical evidence and 
analyze digital evidence to such an extent that it can be presented in a court of law.”  
 
“The integration with IBM QRadar Security Intelligence Platform allows our mutual customers to 
synchronize up-to-the-minute events with their incident response team and have visibility into 
the team’s progress. We are very excited about the integration and having IBM as a Business 
Partner will be beneficial to both companies moving forward,” said Benoit. 
 
D3 Security’s Cyber Security Incident Response Software streamlines and automates the 
reporting, investigation and analysis of cyber security incident reports such as privacy breaches, 
malware infection and distributed denial of service attacks (DDoS). The system’s highly 
configurable incident management platform allows organizations to proactively create 
intelligence-gathering processes and workflows in response to known threats while also giving 
the flexibility needed to capture new events and their details on-the-fly. Security teams use the 
D3 system to extract maximum intelligence from simulated, resolved and in-progress events—in 
turn saving precious time, facilitating best practices adoption and mitigating liability in an 
inevitable future attack or privacy breach. 
 
The IT Forensics Case Management Software is a highly specialized, web-based solution that 
manages computer, mobile and network investigations from inception through resolution. The 
foundation of the system are its four central components—Web Intake, Case Management, 
Evidence Tracking and Transparency Reporting—which are configured using the logic and 
workflows of highly experienced IT Forensic Investigators from global organizations. These 
invaluable task-management tools track and report across all of the standard data retrieval and 
processing tasks associated with each custodian while also providing case-requestors with 
much needed transparency into case-process. From the acquisition of devices and data, secure 
collaboration and producing nightly transparency reports, to data analysis and courtroom-ready 
reporting, the Investigation Case Management Software has been built to support the expanding 
roles of computer forensic investigators, computer security and litigation support professionals 
at organizations around the globe. 
 
The Ready for IBM Security Intelligence alliance is designed to promote technology 
collaboration and integration to expand and enhance security coverage, collapse silos of 
information, and increase situational awareness and insights. With the PartnerWorld program 

http://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/gsd/solutiondetails.do?&solution=51049&lc=en&stateCd=P
http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/en/qradar


and Ready for Security Intelligence validation, IBM supports collaboration with its Business 
Partners to enable the integration of product capabilities and improved security capabilities for 
mutual customers. 
 

About D3 Security 

D3 Security is the global provider of an award-winning software suite that is fundamentally 
changing the way incidents and compliance requirements are managed and resolved in the 
enterprise. Combining Incident Response and IT Forensic Case Management into a single 
easy-to-manage platform, D3 gives users the power to consolidate disparate data, identify the 
root cause of incidents and apply corrective action – in any department or industry. Engineered 
for flexibility and configured to meet the customer's exact needs, D3 is used to streamline 
reporting and compliance requirements by the world's largest organizations, including over 100 
companies of the Fortune 500. 
 


